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This paper gives a new explicit finite free resolution for ideals generated by monomials in an 
R-sequence (where R is a local commutative ring), which is more efficient than the standard 
Taylor resolution. 
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Let R be a commutative ring and x,,, . . . , x, an R-sequence of elements of R. 
Lety,,..., y, be m monomials in the xi. The well-known Taylor resolution of 
RlSY, where 91 = (y,, . . . , y,) looks like this (cf. [l, p. 21): 
where F is the free R-module on m generators and A’F is the ith exterior power of 
F. The differentials are given by 
]=S 
dk,, Is > = ,; (-1)“’ 
Wyi,, . 7 Y,,) 
e 
lcm( yj,, . . . , ji,, . . . , yi,) ‘I’ “” ’ i’ 
where lcm denotes the least common multiple. 
It is an unsolved problem to construct an explicit minimal free resolution of 
R/3 (cf. [l, p. 291). In this note we give a more efficient resolution. It can be 
used for example to produce faster algorithms for the computation of Hilbert 
functions and minimal resolutions (e.g. along the lines of [2-41). The result of this 
paper is from the author’s thesis. 
Theorem. The subcomplex K of (l), which is generated in every dimension s by 
elements ei, _ i (i, < . . . < i,Y) such that y4 does not divide lcm( yiC, yi,+, , . . . , 
y,,) for all t < s dnd q < i, forms a free resolution of RI%. 
Proof. It is clear that d(K,) C KS_, and therefore K is indeed a subcomplex. Thus 
the only thing that needs to be proven is that for every b E KS_, such that 
d(b) = 0 there exists an element b’ E KS such that d(b’) = b. 
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We will write that eiI,, , is satisfies (t*) if y, does not divide lcm( yi,, . . . , y,,) 
for any fj < i,. 
For all p between 1 and s denote by Vi the free submodule of AsF generated by 
all basis elements Ei,, , is such that 
(a,) eil,. , i, satisfies (f*) for all t Sp . 
(b,) yip divides lcm(y,p+l, yip+?> . . . , YJ if p #s . 
Clearly, K, = V;. 
Lemma. d(A”F) = C:I: d(y). 
Proof. We note that if y, divides Icm( yi,, . . . , y,,), then d(eil, , ;,) is a sum with 
monomial coefficients of the differentials of e,,i,, , ;, , i, (the precise expres- 
sion can be derived from the formula dd(e,,iI,, , is> L 0). 
For a given eii+ , is find the minimum q1 such that y,, divides 
lcm(yLI, . . . , y,,). Applying the above remark with r = 4, we see that d(ei,, , i,) 
is a sum (with coefficients) of the differentials of several elements from V; and 
several other elements satisfying the condition that yi, does not divide lcm( yj2, 
. . . ) yj,). Finding for every such element the minimum q2 such that yq2 divides 
lcm(yi,, . . . , yj,) and applying the above remark again with r = q2 we see that 
d(ei,,...,i,) is a sum of the differentials of several elements from VT and VS, and 
several other elements satisfying (l*), (2*) and the condition that yi, does not 
divide Icm( yj,, . . . , yjS). Continuing by induction, the lemma is proved. q 
We continue the proof of the theorem. Find elements cr. . . . , c, such that 
c, E Vr and d(c, + + . . + cs) = b. We are going to prove that c, = * . . = c, which 
will imply the theorem since Vz = KS. To prove that cq = 0 we use induction on q. 
Assume cr = . * . = c~_~ = 0. The differential of every basis element of V;F is a sum 
(with coefficients) of several basis elements ei,, , i satisfying (t*) for every 
t CC q - 1. Among them there is a unique element (namely eiI,, , i,_,, iq+l, , i,) 
which neither satisfies (q*), nor belongs to Vi_l. This element cannot be 
cancelled by anything from d(c,.+, + . * - + c,~), since d(cq+, + . * * + cs) has non- 
zero coefficients only at basis elements satisfying ( q*). Nor can it be cancelled by 
anything else from c, since i, is uniquely determined by ei,, , iq_l, ig+,, , !,_, . 
Namely, i, is the minimum index r such that y, divides lcm( yiq+,, . . , , y,,). El 
Example. ‘i!! = (Y,, y,, Y,, Y4r Y,, Y6), where Y, = XIX,; Yz = xlx3; y3 =x2x3; 
y4=x2x4; y, =xIx5;y,=x3x,. 
The Taylor resolution of k[x, , x2, x3, x4, x5, x6]/% has length 6 and the sum of 
the ranks of all free modules appearing in it is 26 = 64. 
Our resolution has length 3 and the sum of all ranks is 20. 
The minimal resolution has length 3 and the sum of all ranks is 18. 
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